Continuous Professional Development

“No More Intimidating
White Plastic Boxes!”
Anne Architect - 2018

Open Aspect Disabled Access Platform Lifts

CPD
Providing disabled access platform lifts that enhance the built environment

“A presentation made by the bespoke platform lift experts at Lyfthaus”

“No More Intimidating White Plastic Boxes!”

“At last a company that understands what architects want. No more intimidating white plastic boxes”

Elegant Discreet Refined

“Lyfthaus produce tailor made platform lifts that enhance the built environment, designed to make beautiful spaces beautifully accessible. No more white boxes!”

Elegant Discreet Refined

“Here we have a lightwell platform lift that’s virtually invisible to passing pedestrians. Top right image shows how the lift works”
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Building requirements



Beautiful spaces made
beautifully accessible

(RIBA format)

“Todays presentation covers the follow topics and will take about an hour”

Beautiful Spaces
Made Beautifully Accessible


Part of the Edmolift Group, established in 1964 (Independent
ownership)



Over 100,000 lifts in operation worldwide



Over 10,000 lifts in the UK



Lyfthaus was born in 2014 - architectural applications



Our principal product is The Mylyft Collection which was
developed in close liaison with architects and the lift industry
over a two year period. Designed to enhance the built
environment. 90% of our business is architect driven via our
trade partners



Talented team of designers, engineers and technicians



Creative thinkers - no more intimidating white plastic boxes!



Close to our marketplace



Continuously developed to remain architecturally on trend



Platform lift couture pioneers

CPD Qualifications
Darren Papani
Managing & Creative Director
29 years working exclusively with scissor
platform lifts for the industrial and
architectural sectors. Technical and
creative design

Jason Gediking
Sales & Business Development Manager
26 years working exclusively with scissor
platform lifts for the industrial and
architectural sectors. Develops new
markets, builds relationships

“Lyfthaus are uniquely qualified to present details of this product group. Our expert knowledge is unequalled. We are the industries foremost creative thinkers!”

How & Why?
Stable 2000Kg capacity scissor mechanism with twin hydraulic cylinders
hidden under the platform, no overhead plant or side mast
Remote power pack with motor, pump, tank and electrical control system
With all the ugly stuff out-of-sight the platform can be exceptionally discreet
and tailored to your own requirements
Open aspect with no requirement for a shaft, unobtrusive, provides greater
design flexibility

“Hidden under each lift is a robust mechanism that drives the lift platform. The image on the left shows the scissor, the two
images on the right are the same lift installed in a Mayfair boutique”

Style & Substance
“Twin hydraulic cylinders provide excellent stability, all components are extremely durable and built to last”

How & Why?

Always better with pit installation

“Drawings are issued for every instruction which generally take 2-3 weeks to prepare. We highly recommend pit installation wherever possible. Seamless, level access is always best”

Compliance & Restrictions


BS6440/2011 compliance and/or Machinery Directive



Max travel 3M (with full guarding)



Two stop



500Kg capacity (user + attendant)



800mm wide min entrance width



1400mm long min platform length



Open or partly open liftway



Suitable for disabled persons, pushchairs and buggies

Architects original design
intent sketches



Glass, solid sheet and fabricated balustrade
gates and barriers



Half height and full height gates/doors



Custom street side balustrade adaptions



Matching and complementary heritage
balustrade bespoke designs



Your choice of floor surface (an additional
500Kg load)



Through, adjacent and swan neck
configurations



Choice of finishes including stainless steel,
all RAL colours and metallic Interpon brass,
bronze, gold, copper etc.



Laser and bump switch protection

Let’s get Creative!

“Lets take a moment to explore why Lyfthaus is different. Its important to our clients that the platform lift complements its architectural backdrop - heritage or contemporary”

Let’s get Creative!

“A hidden, subterranean solution for a grade 1 property”

Let’s get Creative!

“When necessary we can design and build enclosed platform lifts. This lift
has a bronze patchwork shaft and glass doors. The internal ribbed
structure is a feature and part of the guide system”

Let’s get Creative!

“A very special open aspect platform lift that replicates an original cast iron castellated gate. We made a cast of the gate and reproduced it in aluminium to form exact replicas to make the
barrier system. The original gate was made from cannons salvaged from Napoleons defeated army at the Battle of Waterloo. The original gate and this lift can be found at Windsor Castle.”

Let’s get Creative!

“To produce tailor made platform lifts we work in close liaison with many specialist trades including the master craftsmen who helped us to produce this oak platform lift”

Let’s get Creative!

“A few more examples of special finishes and materials. Chemically blackened steel,
brass and bronze are used here to great effect”

Let’s get Creative!

“Easy discreet access to basement lightwells. Lyfthaus remove a section of streetside balustrade and convert it into a fully compliant interlocked gate”

Let’s get Creative!

“For contemporary designs stainless steel remains popular but warmer finishes have certainly increased in popularity in recent years. Five years ago 90% were produced in
stainless steel, today its 30%. Please challenge us with your choice of material and finish”

Location


People flow



Turning radius



Wheelchair users (less then 8%)



Gate direction and negotiation



Pit suitability



Power pack and controller location



Push station locations



Adjacent structures - the 100mm-300mm and –10mm rules



Trapping hazards

-10mm gap required
smooth, level wall and
switch to edge of
platform

100mm - 300mm with
barrier protection
“Its important to consider all aspects of the lifts location”

Configuration

Through Car

Adjacent Entry/Exit Car

“These are our three most popular platform configurations. Gates swing direction and position are very important”

Swan Neck Car

Building Requirements
Here's a brief synopsis of what you need to consider:


Can we get access to the site and lift location? Your lift will be
delivered by Hiab equipped vehicle or beaver tail. It will be
positioned using the Hiab, a gantry crane or brute force!
Ensure the delivery route has sufficient space.



The lift pit needs drainage if external or liable to flood. The pit
size is platform length + 30mm, platform width + 30mm. The
depth is equal to the lifts lowered height.



Ducting will be needed between the power pack location, pit
and gate locations.



The upper gate fixing point will need sufficient strength
suitable for 500Kg push/pull forces.



All lift loads are transferred to the pit. No need to strengthen
adjacent walls with a scissor type platform lift.



Your lift will need a 16amp single phase power supply with
lockable isolator.



The power pack can be located up to 6M from the lift, do you
have a suitable location that can also be accessed by a lift
engineer for maintenance?



Is the route through the building to the lift suitable for
disabled persons?



We are here to survey the property as often as is required.

Building
Requirements

“The powerpack and control panel need to be location in an
easily accessible location for maintenance and emergency
lowering. They should be as closed to the lift as practically
possible”

Building
Requirements

“Cable runs and containment need to be provided between these items”

Beautiful spaces
made beautifully
accessible

Thank you

